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Abstract 

Several theories postulate that epistemic emotions, such as curiosity and surprise, motivate information-

seeking. In these theories, information-seeking is treated as a unitary, singular construct, with the 

motivation assumed to be consistent across the various forms of exploration. However, there have been 

few empirical studies which actually test the emotion-exploration link, and the question of whether 

epistemic emotions affect the number of sources individuals explore (i.e., the breadth of search) has not 

been examined. The goal of the present study was thus to investigate the emotion-exploration link in the 

context of the breadth of exploration. To examine this question, university students were presented with 

trivia questions and asked to answer them. Participants were then shown an answer submitted by another 

participant, asked to rate how surprised and curious they felt in response, and then given the option of 

exploring up to three more responses submitted by different participants. In line with previous work, we 

found that the model with best fit to the data consisted of a serial mediation, with certainty predicting 

surprise, surprise predicting curiosity, and curiosity predicting the number of sources explored. However, 

in contrast to previous work, we did not consistently find that high-certainty errors resulted in greater 

epistemic emotions or exploration than low-certainty errors. The current findings support the many 

theories that argue for a role of emotions in motivating information-seeking behaviours, and demonstrated 

that this emotion-exploration link extends to the breadth of search as well.  
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Curiosity and surprise are thought to motivate information-seeking (Berlyne, 1966; 

Loewenstein, 1994). The theories that propose this emotion-exploration link do not however 

dwell on the forms of information-seeking behaviour. Empirical investigations into this question 

have found that, as theorized, curiosity and other epistemic emotions are related to certain forms 

of exploration. Greater curiosity has been found to be positively related to the likelihood of 

looking for the answer to trivia questions (Litman et al., 2005), as well as searching for more in-

depth, background information after seeing the correct answer to trivia questions (Vogl, Pekrun, 

Murayama, & Loderer, 2019; Vogl, Pekrun, Murayama, Loderer, et al., 2019). Would curiosity 

also affect how many different sources of information a person explores? The purpose of the 

present study was to address this gap in the theoretical and empirical literatures by (1) presenting 

participants with trivia questions, (2) showing them an answer submitted by another participant, 

(3) having them report their curiosity and surprise, and (4) then allowing them to explore more 

answers submitted by different participants (i.e., different sources of information). In the rest of 

the introduction, I review the relevant theories and studies before outlining my approach to 

addressing these questions. 

 

 Epistemic Emotions 

Recent theoretical work in epistemology has begun to examine the roles emotions play in 

learning and discovery. This work has outlined the metacognitive (Carruthers, 2017) and 

motivational functions (Brun et al., 2008) of certain affective states, with these states being 

dubbed “epistemic emotions”. This group of emotions is thought to include emotions such as 
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curiosity, interest, uncertainty, doubt, surprise, etc., with the exact set varying across authors and 

frameworks.  

Curiosity is one of the most well-researched and longstanding of the epistemic emotions, 

with the modern construct beginning with Daniel Berlyne’s seminal work (Berlyne, 1954, 1966). 

Berlyne characterized curiosity along two dimensions: specific vs. diversive, and perceptual vs. 

epistemic. The former distinction referred to the scope of the information being sought out, with 

curiosity being considered specific when it pertained to a single, particular question. In contrast, 

diversive curiosity consists of searching for information about a topic or several topics more 

generally. Perceptual curiosity referred to a desire for sensory information and was triggered by 

the presence of novel stimuli. Lastly, epistemic curiosity was defined as the desire for more 

abstract, conceptual knowledge, which Berlyne (1954) thought was limited almost exclusively to 

humans.  

Since Berlyne, research into curiosity has examined the different functions of curiosity 

(Kidd & Hayden, 2015), how it varies across individuals (Kashdan et al., 2018; Litman, 2010; 

Silvia & Kashdan, 2009), and its neurological underpinnings (Kang et al., 2009; Ligneul et al., 

2017; Valji et al., 2019). A host of new theories have also emerged, redefining curiosity and how 

it motivates information-seeking (Gottlieb et al., 2013; Higgins, 2011; Kagan, 1972; 

Loewenstein, 1994.; Murayama et al., 2019). Two of the more noteworthy modern theories are 

Loewenstein’s Information-Gap theory (1994) and Litman’s I- and D-type theory (Litman, 2019). 

Loewenstein conceptualizes curiosity as the motivation arising from cognitive deprivation, which 

he defines as the “information-gap” between what the individual currently knows and what they 

want to know. Curiosity is thus dependent upon recognizing that there is something you do not 

understand (i.e., cognitive uncertainty), with exploration being targeted at pieces of information 

that promise to decrease this uncertainty. Litman’s theory argues that there are different forms of 

curiosity. He proposes that there is a Deprivation (D-type) which is the need to know (similar to 
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Loewenstein’s conceptualization), and is associated with a specific question and the alleviation of 

negative emotions. The Interest (I-type) is focused on new discovery, not aimed at a specific 

question, and generally elicits positive emotions. Litman’s two-factor theory in many ways 

resembles Berlyne’s Specific vs. Diversive curiosity dimension. At this point, there is no widely 

agreed upon definition of curiosity (Dubey & Griffiths, 2020), but, broadly speaking, the current 

conceptualization consistent across the different theories portrays it as a type of arousal which 

induces the individual to explore and seek out novel information. 

Surprise is another epistemic emotion which has received a sizable amount of attention 

(e.g. Noordewier & Breugelmans, 2013). Surprise is frequently conceptualized as arousal which 

occurs when incoming information disagrees and is in conflict with one’s prior knowledge and 

expectations (Berlyne, 1954; Carruthers, 2017; Noordewier et al., 2016). Curiosity and surprise 

are frequently thought to be closely associated in both the theoretical (Berlyne, 1954; 

Loewenstein, 1994) and empirical (Vogl, Pekrun, Murayama, & Loderer, 2019; Vogl, Pekrun, 

Murayama, Loderer, et al., 2019) literatures. Specifically, it is generally thought that surprise 

triggers curiosity by alerting individuals to gaps in their knowledge, revealing potential 

opportunities to acquire novel information that may help resolve said gap. 

 

Perceptual Curiosity and Exploration 

Though epistemic emotions such as curiosity and surprise are thought to promote 

learning via greater engagement and exploration, the empirical research supporting this emotion-

exploration link has been relatively limited. This link received some attention in the 

developmental literature, going back as early as the 1960’s, with several studies examining 

exploration in response to “surprising” stimuli (i.e., atypical objects that contradict your general 

expectations). For instance, Charlesworth (1964) studied how long preschool and elementary-

aged children chose to interact with a device that performed a magic trick using marbles. 
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Minuchin (1971) meanwhile examined how long socially disadvantaged 4-year-olds played and 

interacted with a kaleidoscope (a novel and atypical stimulus), while Saxe and Stollak (1971) 

investigated how long mother-child dyads spontaneously explored incongruous objects in a play 

room, such as a gerbil in an aquarium. Similar studies, examining how novel stimuli trigger 

exploration, have also been conducted with a variety of non-human animals, including rats 

(Berlyne et al., 1966), cats (Konrad & Bagshaw, 1970), rhesus monkeys (Carr & Brown, 1959), 

pigs and cattle (Hemsworth et al., 1996). Across both the developmental and animal studies, 

under most conditions, novel stimuli with unique functions and/or physical appearances are 

typically found to elicit greater exploration (measured as the length of attention/interaction) than 

familiar ones. 

A key problem with these studies is that surprise and curiosity are assumed rather than 

measured. Epistemic emotions are typically measured via self-report. However, given young 

children and non-human animals have less advanced cognitive and communicative abilities than 

adult humans, this standard operational definition could not be used. In these studies, surprise is 

instead inferred on the basis of behaviour, resulting in surprise being confounded with exploration 

itself. This definition of surprise leads to somewhat circular reasoning, as greater exploration is 

said to result from greater surprise, while greater surprise is inferred on the basis of greater 

exploration. Cause and effect are thus indistinguishable. An additional limitation of these 

developmental and animal studies is that the subject of investigation is perceptual curiosity, 

triggering exploration via physical stimuli and not considering the more abstract and conceptual 

epistemic curiosity. 

 

Research into Epistemic Curiosity and Exploration 

 Epistemic curiosity and its relation to exploration has begun to receive some attention 

more recently. Litman et al. (2005) were the first to investigate this link, asking participants 
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general knowledge trivia questions and then having them rate how curious they were to see the 

answer, measured on a 4-point scale ranging from “not at all curious” to “very curious”. After 

answering all 12 questions, participants were presented with envelopes. Each envelope had one of 

the previously presented question written on the outside and contained the correct answer on the 

inside. Participants were allowed to open as many envelopes and view as many answers as they 

wished. Self-reported epistemic curiosity was positively related to exploration, supporting the 

hypothesis that the more curious participants felt after seeing a question, the more likely they 

were to search and look at its answer. 

 A recent series of studies conducted by Elisabeth Vogl and colleagues (Vogl, Pekrun, 

Murayama, & Loderer, 2019; Vogl, Pekrun, Murayama, Loderer, et al., 2019) expanded upon 

Litman’s study. These studies examined potential antecedents of epistemic (curiosity, surprise, 

and confusion) and achievement (pride and shame) emotions, and whether participants’ self-

report of these emotions was related to information-seeking. Importantly, Vogl et al. used a more 

complex exploration task and definition, examining whether participants chose to see more 

information about a topic after receiving the correct answer (i.e., depth of exploration).  

In their studies, participants were given a trivia task consisting of single-sentence 

statement (e.g., “Popes cannot have children legitimately”) and asked to (1) judge whether the 

statement was true or false and (2) how confident they were in their judgement. Next, participants 

received feedback about the accuracy of their judgement (“Your answer is correct/incorrect”), 

after which they rated how surprised, curious, confused, proud, and ashamed they felt upon 

receiving this feedback. In four of their studies, each trial concluded with an exploration task that 

gave participants the opportunity to learn more about the topic. After rating their emotions, 

participants were allowed to see up to one additional piece of information (Study 2 [Vogl et al., 

2019a]) or up to three additional pieces of information (Study 3 in Vogl et al., 2019a and both 

studies in Vogl et al., 2019b). These pieces of information consisted of a one sentence 
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explanation or factoid related to the topic (e.g., “Popes can legitimately have children since every 

widower is free to enter the priesthood” or “According to ecclesiastical law, any devout male 

Catholic can be elected pope”). 

The authors found that, as hypothesized, participants reported significantly more surprise, 

curiosity, and confusion after giving an incorrect answer. This effect was, however, qualified by 

an accuracy X confidence interaction. Participants reported higher levels of epistemic emotions 

for correct answers when they were less confident in the answers, whereas for incorrect answers, 

epistemic emotions were strongest when participants were more confident. Vogl and colleagues 

also examined potential pathways by which confidence influences exploration, finding that the 

model with the best fit consisted of surprise mediating the relation between confidence and the 

other two epistemic emotions (curiosity and confusion). Curiosity and confusion in turn served as 

parallel mediators between surprise and exploration (see Figure 1 for Vogl et al.’s model). While 

the relation between surprise and confusion was quite strong (β̅incorrect = .570, β̅correct = .362), the 

relation between confusion and exploration was not (β̅incorrect = .083, β̅correct = .006), especially in 

contrast to the strong relation between curiosity and exploration (β̅incorrect = .340, β̅correct = .500) 

(Vogl, Pekrun, Murayama, Loderer, et al., 2019). 
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Figure 1. 

Mediation Model assessed by Vogl et al. (2019a; 2019b) 

 

 

 

Forms of Search 

Vogl et al.’s (2019a, 2019b) studies differed in an important way from Litman et al.’s 

(2005) study. Specifically, Vogl et al. adopted a different operational definition of exploration by 

allowing participants to search for more information after viewing the answer. Instead of a simple 

“Do you want to see the answer or not?” search measure, participants were presented with a more 

complex exploration task in which they were allowed to explore the subject in greater depth, as 

this exploration could provide an explanation and context to the statement just encountered.  

Vogl et al.’s operational definition of search aligns with a common framework that is 

used to categorize the different forms of exploration, namely exploration in breadth vs. depth. 

This differentiation between the breadth and depth of exploration has previously been applied in 

fields such as animal foraging (Stephens & Krebs, 1986), computer sorting and search algorithms 

(Skiena, 2008), business innovation (Li et al., 2019), creativity (Harms et al., 2018), and online 

search behaviour (Pirolli, 2007), amongst others. The depth of search measures the amount of 
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effort expended exploring a single source or topic, while the breadth of search instead measures 

the number of different sources or topics explored. For instance, in the context of day-to-day 

information-seeking on the internet, the breadth of search corresponds to the number of different 

websites or articles consulted while exploring. The depth meanwhile would be the extent to 

which an individual source is fully explored (e.g., a superficial search would consist of just 

reading the headline or abstract, whereas a more in-depth search would consist of reading the 

entire article). 

Though the breadth and depth framework is used by studies on online information-

seeking, the question of why individuals choose to engage in these forms of search has not been 

examined. Several studies have found that the majority of participants primarily employ a depth-

oriented pattern of exploration (e.g., Klöckner et al., 2004; Liu, 2016), meaning that most of the 

times they conduct an online search, these individuals will only explore a couple sources, but will 

do so thoroughly. The remaining minority of participants that do not display this depth-oriented 

tendency can be divided into two groups. The first group primarily employs a breadth-oriented 

pattern, meaning they typically sample information from a greater number of sites, but gather less 

information per site. The second group employs an extreme breadth-oriented pattern, which is an 

even wider search, examining every site on the search engine’s results page but with even less 

information per site.  

These findings suggest that there are trait-level differences or preferences in terms of 

exploration. However, there is also some situational variance, as the depth-oriented searchers 

primarily use in-depth searches, with there still being certain instances when they explore several 

sources superficially (i.e., a breadth-oriented search) instead. Conversely, those who primarily 

employ the breadth-oriented or extreme breadth-oriented searches occasionally explore in-depth. 

The instances in which participants conducted in-depth searches can, at least partially, be 

attributed to experiencing epistemic emotions like curiosity and surprise (Vogl et al.’s, 2019a; 
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2019b). However, what about the instances in which individuals engage in breadth-oriented 

searches instead?  

This breadth-oriented exploration that samples for numerous sources has also been found 

to occur in day-to-day internet usage.  For example, before purchasing a product online, 

consumers often look at multiple customer reviews (i.e., multiple information sources) to better 

understand the product in question (He et al., 2018). Furthermore, even after purchasing the 

product, consumers have been found to consult these reviews in order to increase their knowledge 

by comparing their own experiences and opinion of the product to that of others (Burton & 

Khammash, 2010). In these scenarios, individuals are not asking new questions in search for new 

information, but rather the same question repeatedly to different sources, seemingly in search of 

dominant or popular opinion. Could this latter form of exploration also be motivated by epistemic 

emotions? 

While the information-seeking literature has not investigated the motivation underlying 

the different types of search, the literature on epistemic emotions and curiosity has 

simultaneously overlooked the distinction between the breadth and depth of exploration (e.g., 

Berlyne et al., 1966; Loewenstein, 1994). For these theories of curiosity, the relationship between 

curiosity and exploration is a core postulate, predicting that upon experiencing curiosity, 

individuals should generally seek out information which could resolve their information-gap 

(Loewenstein, 1994) or any conceptual conflict (Berlyne, 1966). But exploration is treated as a 

singular, holistic concept, and how precisely people go about acquiring the knowledge to relieve 

their uncertainty is largely left unspecified. When an individual feels curious, one might expect 

that they would seek more details about the topic arousing their curiosity by further exploring a 

source of information in order to understand the topic in greater depth (e.g., Vogl et al., 2019a; 

2019b). However, might this individual not also satisfy their curiosity by exploring the ideas and 

opinions expressed across different sources?  
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Present Study 

The primary goal of the current study was to address this gap in the literature and 

examine whether and how epistemic emotions affect the number of different sources a person 

would approach when presented with a question. To this end, university students were presented 

with a series of trials where they were first asked to answer a trivia question and rate how certain 

they were that their response was correct. Afterwards, participants were shown an answer 

(allegedly) submitted by another participant and asked to rate how surprised and curious they felt. 

Finally, they were given the option of seeing up to three more answers submitted by different 

participants. Because we were interested in how epistemic emotions affect the number of 

different sources explored, we choose to investigate this question in a low extrinsic motivation 

setting so exploration could not be attributed to more achievement related motivations. 

Consequently, there were no immediate uses or benefits to searching (e.g., participants were not 

tested later or asked to submit a new answer). Similarly, there were no costs incurred for the 

additional exploration beyond the time and effort required to click to navigate to the next page(s) 

and read the answer(s).  

The study addressed four research questions. First, how do participants’ certainty in their 

response and trial type (i.e., whether their response agrees or disagrees with the first answer 

encountered) relate to the strength of the surprise and curiosity participants experience? Second, 

do surprise and curiosity positively predict how many additional responses participants seek to 

see? Finally, is the relation between certainty and extent of exploration mediated by epistemic 

emotions? In the absence of theoretical predictions or argumentation for why and where the two 

might differ, we hypothesized that the motivational structure for the breadth of search would be 

similar to the motivational structure of the depth of search. Consequently, our starting point for 

this foray into breadth of search is the work done by Vogl and colleagues.  Firstly, we 

hypothesize that certainty should negatively predict surprise when the participant’s response and 
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the answer encountered agree, and positively predict surprise when the response and the answer 

disagree (H1). Surprise is thought to be aroused when one’s beliefs and expectations are violated 

(Berlyne, 1954; Carruthers, 2017; Noordewier et al., 2016). Answers which disagree with the 

participant’s response should then, on average, elicit greater surprise than answer which agree, as 

information which conflicts with one’s response/belief has been encountered. However, certainty 

should moderate this effect. High certainty implies that participants do not expect their answer to 

be wrong, whereas low certainty implies that they are more open to that. When participants’ 

responses are contradicted, participants should be more surprised when are more certain. But 

when their responses are confirmed, they may be more surprised when they are less certain.  

Regarding our second research question, we hypothesize that surprise should positively 

predict curiosity both when the participant’s response and the answer they see agree, and when 

the response and the answer disagree (H2). Surprise should signal that there is an information-

gap, with greater surprise leading to greater feelings of curiosity (Berlyne, 1954; Loewenstein, 

1994). Based on these same theories, we also hypothesize that curiosity should positively predict 

the number of answers explored in both instances of agreement and disagreement (H3). Greater 

curiosity should produce greater motivation to explore, per existing theories of curiosity (e.g. 

Berlyne, 1966), and result in participants viewing a greater number of answers when they report 

feeling more curious. Lastly, to address our final research question, we combined the above 

hypothesized relations among curiosity, surprise, certainty, and the number of sources 

explored. Consequently, we hypothesize that the relationship between certainty and the number of 

answers viewed will be mediated by surprise and curiosity, specifically via a Certainty -> 

Surprise -> Curiosity -> Exploration pathway (H4).  
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Chapter 2 

Methods 

Participants 

One-hundred and four undergraduate students (83 females, two who prefer not to identify 

as male or female) were recruited from Queen’s psychology participant pool. Eight participants (7 

female) were excluded because of a lack of variance in responding, defined as providing the same 

score on the surprise or curiosity scale on ≥75% of trials. This left us with a final sample size of 

96 (76 female) participants, with a mean age of 22.79 (range = 18 - 47, SD = 6.15).  

We aimed for a sample size of 100, as Arend and Schafer (2018) recommend a Level 2 N 

(i.e., number of participants) of 100 and Level 1 n (i.e., number of trials) of 20 in order to detect 

small effects with 80% power in multilevel regressions with a high intraclass correlation 

coefficient (ICC > .500). Furthermore, a Level 2 N of 100 is also recommended by Hox and Maas 

(2001) and McNeish (2017) for multilevel structural equation modeling. This sample size was 

thus conducive for both of our planned analyses. 

 

Materials 

Participants were presented with 20 open-ended, one-sentence, trivia questions selected 

from the databases of Fastrich et al. (2018) and Nelson and Narens (1980). All could be answered 

in one or two words. Given our interest in the effects of certainty and curiosity, the questions 

were chosen to vary in terms of average certainty ratings. A set of 40 questions was initially 

piloted with 15 individuals from the same population as the participants in the main study. 

Questions with very high or low correct responding were discarded, along with questions where 

the “correct” answer provided by the previous studies was actually incorrect or there was no clear 
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correct answer. For a full list of the question, correct answers, and distractor answers used, please 

see Appendix A. 

 

Procedure 

The study was conducted online via Qualtrics. Average completion time, including the 

demographics questions, was 18 minutes (SD = 16). 

 Participants began the study by reading a description of the study and providing consent. 

The study was framed as an investigation of how trivia question induce curiosity and made no 

reference to exploration so as not to reveal the true purpose and bias participants towards 

exploring. The procedure we used was largely modelled on Vogl et al.’s (2019a; 2019b) studies 

but adapted to examine the number of different sources explored rather than the extent to which a 

single source is explored. We ran a pilot with 12 participants, and based on the feedback we made 

several modifications to improve the aesthetics and flow. 

The study was composed of 20 trials, with each trial having the same format. Each trial 

began with a trivia question which participants were asked to answer or indicate that they did not 

know the answer by typing “IDK” or “I don’t know” in the response field (see Fig. 2). If 

participants submitted a response, they were then asked to rate how certain they were that their 

response was correct on a six-point scale, ranging from 1 – Very uncertain to 6 – Very certain 

(see Fig. 3). If participants indicated that they did not know the answer, they skipped this step.  
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Figure 2. 

Question and Response Entry as Seen by Participants 

 

 

Figure 3. 

Certainty Rating Screen 
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All participants were then shown the correct answer. To make the following 

sections easier to follow, “answer” will be used to refer to the answers the participant encounters 

(supposedly submitted by other participants). Meanwhile, “response” will be used to refer to the 

answer the participant themselves submits to the trivia question. Participants were not informed 

that this was the correct answer and instead were told that the answer was submitted by another 

participant, which was conveyed to participants by “Submitted by Participant XXXX” being 

written immediately below the answer. Two seconds after participants saw the answer, further 

down the page, the epistemic emotions questions appeared. These questions asked participants to 

indicate how (1) surprised and (2) curious they felt on a five-point scale ranging from 1 – Not at 

all to 5 – Very strong (a subset of the Epistemically-Related Emotion Scale from Pekrun et al. 

(2017)) (see Fig. 4).  
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Figure 4. 

Epistemic Emotion Screen 

 

 

After rating their emotions, participants were asked if they would (1) like to see another 

participant’s answer to the question, or whether they would (2) like to go on to the next question 

(see Fig. 5). Participants were presented with this decision up to three times, meaning they could 

view between one and four answers of other participants altogether. As our primary question 

concerns how exploration is motivated by epistemic emotions in a low motivational context, the 

exploration task did not involve deciding on a final answer and search was not rewarded in any 

way.  
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Figure 5. 

Exploration Decision Screen 

 

 

As previously mentioned, the first answer provided to participants was always the correct 

answer to the question and it was seen by all participants. However, answers 2, 3, and 4 were only 

seen if the participant chose to explore. Each time participants chose to explore, they were shown 

one of three potential answers. The answer was randomly drawn from a pool of the correct 

answer and two distractors (see Appendix A). There was 33% chance of encountering the correct 

answer again on each exploration. Answers 2, 3, and 4 were allowed to vary in order to prevent 

participants from developing expectations about the outcome of exploration. 

After finishing the exploration task, participants completed a short demographics 

questionnaire, where they were asked to report their age and gender. Participants also completed 
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Litman’s (2010) 10-item Interest- and Deprivation-type Curiosity Inventory. The analysis of this 

measure goes beyond the scope of this thesis and so is not included in the results or discussion. 
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Chapter 3 

Results 

Descriptive Statistics 

The author and another independent researcher coded whether non-IDK responses agreed 

with the first answer encountered. Agreement was coded as 1 and disagreement as 0. Responses 

were coded as being in agreement with the answer if the response was misspelt, if different 

capitalization was used, if the response was pluralized, or if penalization was added at the end of 

the word. Furthermore, for one of the questions (“What does the Scoville scale of food 

measure?”), “heat” was accepted as a valid alternative to “spiciness” (“heat” was only used in 

five responses). The two raters agreed on 1,239 out of 1,249 responses, resulting in an agreement 

rate of approximately 99.20%. The raters met and discussed their coding to resolve the 10 

responses they disagreed on.  

Means and standard deviations for all variables for all situations (agreement, 

disagreement, and “I don’t know” responses) can be found in Table 1. Correlations between 

variables along with the intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC) can be found in Table 2.  
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Table 1. 

Means and Standard Deviations for Variables (number of observations in parentheses) 

 MTot  

(1597) 

SDTot MAgr 

(681) 

SDAgr MDis 

(565) 

SDDis MIdk 

(351) 

SDIdk 

Agreement  .424 .494       

Certainty 

(1 – 6) 
3.031 1.981 4.487 1.651 1.959 1.449   

Surprise   

(1 – 5) 
2.480 1.324 1.798 1.076 2.983 1.265 2.946 1.322 

Curiosity 

(1 – 5) 
2.668 1.384 2.028 1.207 3.139 1.316 3.037 1.378 

Exploration 

(0 – 3) 

0.658 1.064 0.574 1.002 0.720 1.104 0.456 0.940 

Note. Tot = Entire dataset; Agr = Agreement; Dis = Disagreement; Idk = “I don’t know” 

responses. 

 

Table 2. 

Correlations Between Variables and Intraclass Correlation Coefficients (ICC) 

 Agreement Certainty Surprise Curiosity ICC 

Agreement     .140 

Certainty .510***    .205 

Surprise -.468*** -.427***   .235 

Curiosity -.431*** -.398*** .681***  .228 

Exploration -.146** -.123** .146** .277*** .501 

Note. ** p < .01. *** p < .001 

 

Overall accuracy (which resulted in situations of agreement) was 42.40%, with incorrect 

responses (i.e., errors of commission) occurring in 35.71% of trials, and “I don’t know” responses 

(i.e., errors of omission) in 21.89%. Individual accuracy for participants ranged from 0% to 94%. 

In terms of exploration, participants explored in 33.08% of trials. Specifically, participants looked 

at one additional answer in 13.00% of trials, two additional answers 7.44% of the time, and three 
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additional answers 12.63%. Individual averages regarding the number of additional searches per 

trial ranged between 0 and 2.34 searches. Average surprise for individual participants rating 

ranged between 1.33 and 4.86 (scale 1 to 5), average curiosity between 1.33 and 4.43 (scale 1 to 

5), and average certainty between 1.22 and 5.83 (scale 1 to 6). 

In terms of item differences, average accuracy ranged from 27% to 60% across questions 

while the number of additional searches ranged from 0.45 to 1.10. For a full breakdown of 

descriptive statistics for each item, please see Appendix B. 

 

Analyses Structure 

All analyses were conducted in R (R Core Team, 2013), using the nlme (Pinherio, Bates, 

DebRoy, & Sarkar, 2020), dplyr (Wickham, Francois, Henry, & Müller, 2018), and lavaan 

(Rosseel, 2012) packages.  

Given our final sample size of 96 participants, we were left with a total of 1920 trials. Of 

these 1920 observations, 323 were excluded: three for having a joke answer in response to the 

trivia question, two because of technical errors, and the remaining 318 for having a response time 

greater than 30 seconds on the trivia question. We implement this time-based exclusion criterion 

prior to data analyses in an attempt to eliminate trials in which participants were noticeably 

distracted and/or potentially looking up the answer to the question. Thirty seconds was chosen as 

the cut-off based on the non-IDK trivia question response times obtained in the pilot study. These 

response times typically ranged between 10 to 20 seconds, and an additional 10 seconds was 

added as a buffer so as to not be overly restrictive. The excluded trials had a mean accuracy that 

was roughly 15% higher than the set used in the data analysis (57% vs. 42%), fewer “I don’t 

know” responses, and a higher proportion of “Very certain” (the highest rating) certainty ratings. 

Taken together, this seems to support our initial concern, and participants were likely looking up 

the answers elsewhere more often on trials with longer response times. Though we excluded these  
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318 trials with response times greater than 30 seconds from the main analyses, we did run 

separate versions of the analyses with the 318 trials included (see Appendices F and G).  

As previously mentioned, around 22% of responses were “I don’t know” responses and 

did not have a certainty rating associated with them (as upon indicating that they didn’t know the 

answer, participants skipped the certainty rating question). IDK responses generally can be 

treated in one of two ways: (1) as an error of omission, and thus separate from errors of 

commission (i.e., incorrect guesses) (e.g., Litman et al., 2005; Metcalfe & Xu, 2018), or (2) both 

types of errors can be counted as a single group, with IDK coded as an instance of disagreement 

with minimum certainty. Though one can experience surprise without having a specific 

expectation (Noordewier et al., 2016), the act of generating a prediction has been found to 

increase the level of surprise experienced (Brod et al., 2018), suggesting that the two types of 

errors may diverge in the context of epistemic emotions. 

Exploration can also be treated in two different manners in the analyses: (1) the total 

number of searches and requests for additional answers, ranging from 0 to 3 (e.g., Vogl et al., 

2019a, Vogl et al., 2019b), or (2) as a binary score ranging from 0 to 1, measuring if participants 

chose to explore or not (i.e., search at least one time) for that trial. Our primary manipulation is 

related to the first answer participants encountered. Any subsequent answers participants saw 

were not controlled, but they may have influenced participants’ decisions about whether to 

explore further. For these reasons, focusing on the first decision to search (coded as yes or no) is 

an alternative framing that we considered.  

Given these concerns and differing ways to frame the data, we ran the following analyses 

for each of the alternatives mentioned above to have a more comprehensive understanding of our 

data. Below, we report the results for the set excluding IDK from disagreement and with 

exploration as the total number of searches. Results for the other sets can be found in the 

Appendices (Appendix C: Exploration as Number of Searches with IDK Responses; Appendix D: 
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Binary Exploration without IDK Responses; Appendix E: Binary Exploration with IDK 

Responses). They converged in their key conclusions.  

 

Antecedents of Emotions and Exploration 

To examine H1 and the antecedents of epistemic emotions and exploration, we conducted 

a multilevel regression, with trial (Level 1) nested within participant (Level 2). At Level 1, we 

regressed surprise, curiosity, and exploration onto trial type (agree = 1, disagree = 0), certainty, 

the trial type X certainty interaction, and question order. Certainty was centered within each 

individual. We used a random intercepts and slopes model to allow the predictors to vary across 

individuals.  

Regarding the epistemic emotions, there was a significant main effect of trial type for 

surprise (b = -0.921, t = -14.472, p < .001) and curiosity (b = -0.861, t = -12.272, p < .001), 

indicating that disagreement led to greater epistemic emotions on average. Certainty had a main 

effect on surprise (b = 0.088, t = 2.823, p = .005) but not curiosity (p = .787). Question order did 

not affect surprise (p = .17) or curiosity (p = .22), indicating participants’ emotional reactions to 

the answers did not significantly change over the course of the study.  

As hypothesized, these main effects were qualified by a trial type X certainty interaction 

which was significant for surprise (b = -0.494, t = -13.275, p < .001) and curiosity (b = -0.387, t = 

-9.427, p < .001) (see Figs. 6 and 7, respectively). We followed up on these interactions by 

analyzing the simple effects of certainty on surprise and curiosity for both agreement and 

disagreement. When response and answer agreed, certainty negatively predicted surprise (b = -

0.417, t = -14.405, p < .001) and curiosity (b = -0.380, t = -12.664, p < .001), indicating 

participants felt stronger epistemic emotions when they were less confident that their response 

was correct. In situations of disagreement, however, certainty positively predicted surprise (b = 

0.099, t = 2.603, p = .01) but not curiosity (p = .38). When the answer seen contradicted the 
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participant’s response, greater surprise (but not curiosity) was reported when participants were 

more confident.  

 

Figure 6. 

Effects of Trial Type and Certainty on Surprise 
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Figure 7. 

Effects of Trial Type and Certainty on Curiosity 

 

 

We observed a similar pattern for the number of additional sources consulted. There was 

a significant effect of trial type (b = -0.353, t = -6.621, p < .001), demonstrating disagreement 

between response and answer generally led to more answers viewed. We did not find a main 

effect for certainty (p = .151). However, we did see a significant effect for question order (b = -

0.012, t = -3.370, p < .001), indicating participants were less inclined to search as the study went 

on. Again, the main effect of trial type was qualified by a significant trial type X certainty 

interaction (b = -0.121, t = -3.878, p < .001) (see Fig. 8). Upon following up on the simple effects, 

we found that certainty was negatively related to exploration when response and answer agreed (b 

= -0.092, t = -3.846, p < .001), and positively related when they disagreed, although this relation 

did not achieve significance (p = .17). Furthermore, order negatively predicted exploration in 
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instances disagreement (b = -0.021, t = -3.820, p < .001) whereas it did not in instances of 

agreement (p = .12). As anticipated, when the answer encountered agreed with the participant’s 

response, participants explored more when they were less sure of their answer. However, contrary 

to our initial hypotheses, in cases where the answer and response did not match, participants did 

not explore more when they were more confident in their guess.  

 

Figure 8. 

Effect of Trial Type and Certainty on the Number of Additional Sources Explored  

 

 

Relating Certainty to Exploration 

To examine H4 and whether surprise and curiosity mediate the relation between certainty 

and the number of answers seen, we again examined the simple effects both when response and 

first answer agreed and disagreed. For both scenarios, we tested three multilevel models, again 
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with trial (Level 1) nested within participant (Level 2). Following Vogl et al. (see Fig. 1 in the 

Introduction section), Model 1 (see Fig. 5 for model diagram) was a serial mediation, with Level 

1 consisting of certainty predicting surprise, surprise predicting curiosity, and curiosity predicting 

exploration. Model 2 (see Fig. 6) was also a serial mediation, just with surprise and curiosity 

switched (i.e., curiosity predicting surprise). In Model 3 (see Fig. 7), surprise and curiosity served 

as parallel mediators between certainty and exploration. Certainty, surprise, and curiosity were 

centered within the participant, while exploration was scored from zero to three, representing the 

number of additional sources participants chose to explore. For all models, we had no predictors 

at the participant level (Level 2), and so the level was saturated by having variables correlate with 

each other.  

To assess model fit, we used root-mean-square-error of approximation (RMSEA) and 

standardized root mean square residual (SRMR) as indices of absolute fit, and the Tucker-Lewis 

(TLI) and the Comparative Fit (CFI) indices for indices of incremental fit. For RMSEA and 

SRMR, less than .10 was considered an acceptable fit and less than .05 was considered a good fit. 

For TLI and CFI, greater than .90 was considered an acceptable fit, and greater than .95 was 

considered a good fit (Hu & Bentler, 1999). 

 

Figure 9. 

Model 1 
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Figure 10. 

Model 2 

 

 

 

Figure 11. 

Model 3 
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Agreement 

When participants encountered an answer that agreed with their response, of the models 

tested, Model 1 had the best fit, with a mix of good fitting and poor fitting indices, χ2 (2) = 

36.145, p < .001; CFI = 0.958; TLI = 0.812; RMSEA = 0.158; SRMRwithin = 0.043. Meanwhile, 

Model 2, χ2 (2) = 190.997, p < .001; CFI = 0.715; TLI = -0.284; RMSEA = 0.373; SRMRwithin = 

0.106, and Model 3, χ2 (1) = 126.877, p < .001; CFI = 0.827; TLI = -0.559; RMSEA = 0.430; 

SRMRwithin = 0.088, had poor fit according to most or all indices.  

The pathways in Model 1 were in line with our predictions (Fig. 12). Consistent with H1, 

certainty negatively predicted surprise (b = -0.411, p < .001), with participants who were less 

confident they were in their response reporting greater surprise. Likewise, H2 was supported with 

surprise positively predicted curiosity (b = 0.723, p < .001), indicating the more surprised 

participants were after seeing the answer, the more curious they felt as well. Lastly, curiosity 

positively predicted exploration (b = 0.179, p < .001) in accordance with H3: the more curiosity 

participants reported feeling, the greater number of additional answers they chose to view. A bias-

corrected bootstrap confidence interval for the indirect effect of certainty on exploration via 

surprise and curiosity (b = -0.053, p = .010) based on 10,000 bootstrap samples was below and 

did not overlap with 0 (CI [-0.074, -0.033]), indicating a significant indirect effect of certainty on 

the number of answers viewed when the answer agreed with the response. In contrast to our 

initial regressions, when accounting for this indirect effect, certainty was not found to have a 

direct effect on exploration (b = -0.020, p = .372, CI [-0.064, 0.024]). Together, these findings 

demonstrate the effect of certainty on the breadth of search largely occurs via an indirect surprise-

curiosity pathway when response and answer agree.  
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Figure 12. 

Model 1 with Path Coefficients when Answer and Response Agree 

 

 The additional analyses we ran with modified datasets and/or different variable 

definitions (see Appendices C through G) largely mirrored the findings reported here, with one 

exception. For the analyses which included the 318 trials with response times greater than 30 

seconds (see Appendices F and G), the direct effect of certainty and exploration was significant. 

This change in significance is partly attributable to the increase in power resulting from the 

greater n (1915 vs. 1597 trials). However, in both cases, we also observed an increase in the 

strength of the effect, b = -0.033 and -0.054 (for Appendix F and G, respectively), compared to b 

= -0.020 reported in the main analyses. These supplementary analyses would thus argue for a 

partial mediation interpretation instead of the complete mediation suggested by our primary 

analysis.  

 

Disagreement 

For trials where the answer and response disagreed, Model 1 again had the best fit of the 

three, with good fit indices across the board, χ2 (2) = 0.000, p = 1.000; CFI = 1.000; TLI = 1.043; 

RMSEA = 0.000; SRMRwithin = 0.024. Model 2 generally had a poor fit, χ2 (2) = 21.455, p < .001; 

CFI = 0.896; TLI = 0.532; RMSEA = 0.131; SRMRwithin = 0.067, and Model 3 did not converge. 
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Here, Model 1 was partially in line with our hypotheses (Fig. 13). For this model, H1 was 

not supported. Certainty was positively related to surprise but this relationship only approached 

significance (b = 0.060, p = .074). H2 and H3 were again supported though, with surprise 

positively predicting curiosity (b = 0.449, p < .001) and curiosity in turn positively predicting 

exploration (b = 0.185, p < .001). Again, to test the indirect effect of certainty on exploration, we 

conducted a bias-corrected bootstrap based on 10,000 samples. The effect was not significant and 

the confidence interval overlapped with 0 (b = 0.005, p = .107, CI [-0.001, 0.011]). Certainty did 

not have a direct effect on exploration, accounting for its indirect effect (b = 0.037, p = .107, CI [-

0.008, 0.082]). In sum, for responses that were contradicted, participants’ certainty in their 

response was not consistently related to surprise and curiosity as we had expected based on 

previous findings (Litman et al., 2005; Vogl et al., 2019a; Vogl et al., 2019b). However, the 

hypothesized relationship between surprise and curiosity, and their motivational effect on the 

number of different sources explored was supported.  

 

 

Figure 13. 

Model 1 with Path Coefficients when Answer and Response Disagree 
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Again, as for the agreement model, our supplementary analyses generally concurred with 

our primary analysis, the exception being the analyses which included the 318 excluded responses 

(Appendices F and G). For both of these supplementary analyses, the direct effects of certainty on 

both surprise and exploration were found to be significant, in contrast to the non-significant 

pathways reported above. For the effect of certainty on surprise, in addition to the greater n, b 

also increased from 0.060 to 0.075. Furthermore, in both of these additional analyses, the indirect 

pathway of certainty on exploration through surprise and curiosity was found to be significant, 

providing evidence of partial mediation unlike our primary analysis. 
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Chapter 4 

Discussion 

The current study sought to elucidate potential antecedents of epistemic emotions and 

how these emotions affect the number of sources that participants explored in a no immediate 

extrinsic reward, low motivational context. This study expands upon previous research which 

examined the relationship between epistemic emotions and exploration. Specifically, using trivia 

questions, we investigated whether the trial type (agree or disagree) and the certainty of responses 

predicted surprise and curiosity, and whether these emotions in turn predicted the number of 

sources participants choose to view. 

The findings of the current study regarding the relation between curiosity, surprise, and 

the number of sources participants chose to view are consistent with much of the theoretical 

literature, whereby surprise is thought to engender curiosity, with curiosity in turn motivating 

exploration (Berlyne, 1966; Litman et al., 2005; Loewenstein, 1994). This study thus contributes 

to the growing body of empirical work demonstrating the link between epistemic emotions and 

information-seeking behaviours (Litman et al., 2005; Vogl et al., 2019a; 2019b).  

The theories of epistemic emotions treat exploration as a unitary construct and do not 

explicitly predict whether these emotions might motivate individuals to sample information from 

multiple sources. This study is, to our knowledge, the first to address this gap in the literature and 

extend the research on the emotion-exploration link to number of sources accessed (i.e., the 

breadth of search). Our study is thus a key first step in providing evidence that surprise and 

curiosity do indeed play a role in motivating this form of exploration.  
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Epistemic Emotions and the Number of Answers Explored 

Our primary question in this study was whether greater levels of epistemic emotions 

motivated participants to explore more answers. To this end, the search task we presented 

participants with had no immediate extrinsic rewards so that exploration could presumably be 

attributed to intrinsic factors (i.e., epistemic emotions) rather than extrinsic or achievement 

related ones. Previous work had shown links between epistemic emotions and other types of 

search in low motivation exploration tasks (Litman et al., 2005; Vogl, Pekrun, Murayama, 

Loderer, et al., 2019). Theories of curiosity (e.g., Berlyne, 1966; Litman et al., 2005; 

Loewenstein, 1994) treat exploration as a unitary concept. Though this view of exploration as a 

unitary construct may be accurate, given the breadth vs. depth distinction made in other fields 

(e.g., Pirolli, 2007; Skiena, 2008; Stephens & Krebs, 1986), we thought it prudent to directly 

examine whether curiosity plays a role in motivating individuals to solicit information about the 

same question from multiple sources. 

Based on the previous findings by Litman et al. (2005) and Vogl et al. (2019a; 219b), as 

well as the theoretical literature (e.g., Berlyne, 1966; Noordewier et al., 2016), we hypothesized 

that the best fitting model should consist of surprise predicting curiosity, and curiosity in turn 

predicting exploration. Our findings were generally consistent with this prediction, as of the three 

models tested for both trial types, Model 1 (surprise predicting curiosity) fit better than Model 2 

(curiosity predicting surprise) or Model 3 (surprise and curiosity as parallel mediators). This 

pattern of Model 1 having superior fit than Models 2 or 3 was consistent across the different 

operationalizations of the breadth of search we employed (see Appendix D for exploration 

defined as a binary decision to view another answer). 

An important caveat to our findings though is that for trials where the answer and 

response agreed, even Model 1 had poor fit according to the RMSEA (0.158) and TLI (0.812) fit 

indices. Conflicting fit indices can render model interpretation more difficult, as the source of 
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their inconsistency is not always clear. For example, in this instance, the RMSEA may indicate 

poor fit because our model is a small df model. Using both theoretical mathematical calculations 

and empirical Monte Carlo simulations, Kenny, Kaniskan, and McCoach (2015) found RMSEA 

often falsely reports a poor fit for small df models and so the authors recommend not using 

RMSEA as a fit measure in these instances. Alternatively, the RMSEA and TLI might have 

indicated poorer fit because they impose a higher penalty for model complexity (both use the 

ratio of χ2 to df) than the CFI. This penalty could explain why the model for trials where response 

and answer disagreed had good fit across the board and the one where they agreed did not. 

Surprise and curiosity were more strongly related when the response and answer agreed (bCor = 

0.711, rCor = .691) than trials where they did not (bInc = 0.449, rInc = .510). The additional 

parameter may thus add little to the model for instances of agreement, and, consequently, a 

simpler model with just a single mediating variable instead of both surprise and curiosity might 

result in better fit indices.  

We ran some exploratory analyses to test whether a simpler model with a single 

mediating variable would have better fit for trials in which response and answer agreed. We 

tested three additional models, the first of which simply had surprise as the single mediating 

factor. This model had a mix of good and acceptable fit indices, χ2 (1) = 5.246, p = .022; CFI = 

0.989; TLI = 0.957; RMSEA = 0.079; SRMRwithin = 0.027. The second model had curiosity as the 

single mediator and had good fit across all indices, χ2 (1) = 0.796, p = .372; CFI = 1.000; TLI = 

1.003; RMSEA = 0.000; SRMRwithin = 0.012. The third exploratory model we tested had a latent 

variable, manifested by surprise and curiosity, as the single mediator. This final model had a mix 

of good, acceptable, and poor fit indices, χ2 (2) = 16.743, p < .001; CFI = 0.982; TLI = 0.921; 

RMSEA = 0.104; SRMRwithin = 0.032. These analyses suggest that in certain contexts, a model 

with a single mediator may better explain the data than the serial mediation we initially predicted. 
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Admittedly though, these models were exploratory and so confirmation of this single-mediator 

hypothesis must be left to future studies. 

 

The Effects of Trial Type and Certainty 

Consistent with prior literature (Brod et al., 2018; Metcalfe et al., 2012; Vogl, Pekrun, 

Murayama, Loderer, et al., 2019), disagreement between answer and response generally resulted 

in greater surprise, curiosity, and exploration than when they agreed. Likewise, there was a 

significant interaction between the type of response and participants’ certainty in their response 

for surprise, curiosity, and exploration. Certainty in the correctness of one’s response thus has a 

different effect on these variables depending on whether the answer encountered agreed or 

disagreed with the participant’s response. These findings were consistent regardless of whether 

exploration was operationalized as the number of searches or as a binary yes/no search decision, 

and whether IDK responses were counted as a separate category of response (i.e., errors of 

omission) or included as instances of disagreement alongside errors of commission. 

Our findings diverged from previous research regarding the specifics of this interaction 

and the simple effect on certainty when answer and response disagree. To briefly reiterate, we 

predicted that when the participant’s response and the answer encountered agree, certainty should 

be negatively related to surprise. Lower certainty should indicate that participants are less likely 

to expect that their response will be supported, resulting in a small, pleasant surprise when they 

encounter an answer which agrees with their response. Meanwhile, higher certainty indicates that 

they believe their response is correct, resulting in less surprise when they encounter an answer 

that agrees with them. In contrast, when response and answer disagree, certainty should be 

positively related to surprise. This scenario consists of participants encountering information that 

conflicts with their prior beliefs, and greater certainty should indicate that the participant was 

more confident and less likely to expect their response being contradicted (i.e., more surprised).  
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The former half of this hypothesis was supported, as certainty was consistently negatively 

and significantly related surprise, curiosity, and exploration. However, when response and answer 

disagreed, certainty positively predicted surprise, but only in our initial regressions and not in the 

later mediation model, contradicting our initial hypothesis. Certainty was likewise not found to 

significantly predict curiosity and exploration. 

Here, we were presented with a rather striking deviation from previous studies. Typically, 

for incorrect responses (i.e., when the response and answer disagree), there is a large, positive 

effect of certainty on various variables such as surprise (Vogl et al., 2019a; Vogl et al., 2019b), 

curiosity (Litman et al., 2005), recall (Butterfield & Metcalfe, 2001, 2006), etc. Though the effect 

of certainty when disagreement occurred was in the expected direction (i.e., positive), unlike 

these other studies, the strength of the relation was quite weak and often did not reach 

significance. Furthermore, high-confidence errors often result in the greatest level of memory 

performance (Butterfield & Metcalfe, 2001, 2006) or surprise (Vogl et al., 2019a; Vogl et al., 

2019b). In contrast, in the present study, surprise, curiosity, and exploration for high-certainty 

responses which disagreed with the answer were only equal to or smaller than for low-certainty 

responses which agreed with the answer. 

This unexpected divergence from previous findings may reflect that the present study 

focuses on asking for a second opinion rather than more details. Though not hypothesized by the 

aforementioned theories of curiosity, the context or forms of search available to individuals might 

affect their emotional responses to the information pieces and knowledge-gaps they encounter. 

Alternatively, this divergence may be due to the methodological differences between the current 

study and previous ones. Though the general structure of our experiment was similar to the 

studies run by Vogl and colleagues, they differed in a key aspect: the perceived credibility of the 

answer they encountered. In Vogl’s depth of search task and other trivia tasks, the answer 

encountered was authoritatively correct, whereas in our breadth of search task, the first answer 
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seen was of unknown quality (i.e., said to be from another participant). This was done to 

somewhat incentivize participants to explore other answers from different participants.  If we had 

used authoritatively correct answers like in previous research, then there would be little point in 

continuing the search and looking elsewhere as participants would already be in possession of the 

correct answer and be sure of its accuracy.  

If the answers participants encounter are definitively correct, then any incongruency that 

arises when the participant’s response does not match the answer must be attributable to the 

participant themselves (i.e., the participant’s belief is incorrect). Consequently, high-certainty 

errors should produce greater surprise than low-certainty ones, as the observed disagreement 

between response and answer is more unexpected. In contrast, when the answer encountered is 

not definitive, then the conflict does not have to be the result of a flawed belief on the part of the 

participant. The disagreement could be caused by the participant having an incorrect belief, or it 

could be caused by the source (in this case a different participant) having an incorrect belief.  

People have a tendency to overestimate their intelligence compared to others (e.g., Heck 

et al., 2018) and seek to maintain a positive self-image, where the self is viewed as good and 

competent (Steele, 1988). To preserve this self-concept of competence, participants may deny 

that their response was incorrect and reject the answers of the other participant(s) they encounter 

(Fein & Spencer, 1997; Sparks et al., 2010). Consequently, the answer disagreeing with their 

response may not undermine the participant’s belief as they may instead assume there is a flaw in 

the other’s knowledge, with this rationalization being more likely when the participant is more 

certain of their response. Attributing the origin of the disagreement to the other participant rather 

than oneself may mitigate the type of hyper-correction or hyper-surprise effects seen elsewhere, 

explaining why we did not replicate the significant, positive relation between certainty and 

surprise.  
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Limitations 

One limitation of our study is that in our analyses, we only examined the first answer 

participants encounter and did not control for the additional answers the participants saw if they 

decided to search. These answers, and the participants’ emotional reaction to them, may have 

influenced the total number of answers viewed. We attempted to account for this limitation by 

also operationalizing the breadth of search as a binary decision to view a second answer or not 

(see Appendix D), as this search decision occurred before the additional answers were 

encountered. Though attributing the variation in the total number of searches to the surprise and 

curiosity in response to the first answer may be somewhat questionable, at the very least, this 

second set of results demonstrate that surprise and curiosity influence the likelihood of 

participants searching for a second opinion. Furthermore, the pattern of findings across this 

second set of results (i.e., exploration as asking for a second opinion) was similar to our findings 

when exploration was treated as the total number of searches. This suggests that while subsequent 

answers may have an effect on the extent of the search, the effect may not be particularly strong. 

Ultimately though, this issue of how subsequent answers affect the total number of sources 

examined, and the related issue of the stopping-rules we use when asking for additional opinions, 

are left as questions for future research to examine. 

Another key limitation of this study is our measure of surprise and curiosity. This study 

used a self-report measure of epistemic emotions, which faces three notable concerns. Firstly, 

self-report can be problematic as it depends on participants’ ability to accurately recognize and 

rate the strength of the different emotions they may be experiencing during the task and the 

veracity of their reports. If one wants to draw inferences about surprise, curiosity, etc. based on 

participants’ self-reporting, then inaccurate appraisals and reporting would likely detrimentally 

impact the validity of any findings. 
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The remaining two issues concern how the act of rating one’s emotional reaction might 

alter and bias various measurements. More specifically, the second problem relates to whether 

rating one’s surprise and curiosity might change the strength with which these emotions are felt. 

Consciously reflecting on how surprised and/or curious one feels after seeing the answer could 

alter the intensity of the emotion, as participants might reason about and re-evaluate their 

emotional response. For instance, in cognitive-behavioural therapy (CBT) and rational emotive 

behavioural therapy (REBT), conscious and deliberate examination of one’s thoughts and 

emotions is used to modify the automatic feelings and emotional reactions one experiences (Beck, 

2011; Ellis, 1997). Again, self-report might not be accessing participants’ true or immediate 

reactions to the stimuli they encounter, affecting the validity of our inferences about these 

epistemic emotions. 

Thirdly, and arguably most important with respect to the current study, is how rating 

one’s emotions might influence and bias any subsequent behaviour, in this case, the number of 

sources explored. Unlike many other studies on epistemic emotions, where the emotion itself is 

the final measure, we had the emotions as a predictor. Furthermore, in the other studies which 

likewise use epistemic emotions as a predictor for some outcome(s), typically that outcome is a 

measure of learning or recall; in other words, a measure less directly under conscious control. In 

the present study, after rating the intensity of surprise and curiosity they felt as relatively strong, 

participants might be biased towards exploring more (or less, if they rated their emotional 

response as weaker) than if they had simply just seen the answer and not rated their emotions. 

The step of rating one’s emotions may thus artificially alter and be driving the relationship 

between surprise, curiosity, and exploration, rather than the underlying emotions themselves.  

 A final limitation pertains to the generalizability of the current study. We examined the 

effects of surprise and curiosity on the number of different sources explored in a low-motivational 

experimental context, with there being no immediate benefit or use for the information 
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encountered while exploring. Not including an assessment of later recall or asking participants if 

they would like to change their initial answer allowed us to specifically examine the effects of 

epistemic emotions, rather than the more achievement-driven motivations like pride, shame, and 

perfectionism. However, this exclusion simultaneously prevents our findings from being 

generalized to other contexts in which achievement-related emotions and/or extrinsic rewards are 

present. In such scenarios, the breadth of exploration may be primarily driven by a desire to get 

the ‘correct answer’ (i.e., the answer that will result in a reward) rather than a desire to reduce 

cognitive uncertainty, thereby weakening or even eliminating the relationship between epistemic 

emotions and exploration. 

 

Future Directions 

Source Credibility and Surprise 

A future line of research that presents itself from the present study is the question of how 

source credibility might interact with epistemic emotions and different forms of exploration. We 

did not consistently find a significant, positive effect of certainty on surprise or curiosity when the 

participant’s response and the answer seen disagreed. This is a notable contrast to previous work 

where high-certainty errors typically elicit the strongest emotional response or performance 

improvement (Butterfield & Metcalfe, 2001, 2006; Litman et al., 2005; Vogl et al., 2019a; Vogl 

et al., 2019b). However, based on the current design, we are unable to conclude whether the 

absence of this expected effect is due to differences in epistemic emotions when exploring in 

breadth, or whether it is due to differences in methodology. This question could be address by 

replicating the current study but altering the source of the information to being something more or 

less authoritative (i.e., possessing more or less expertise) than participants. Another future option 

could be to replicate Vogl et al.’s studies on the depth of exploration but with the caveat of 
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removing the direct feedback (i.e., whether the participant’s response was correct or incorrect) 

and inducing uncertainty about the accuracy of the answer encountered. 

Investigating this question could help elucidate if and how source credibility affects 

surprise and curiosity across different contexts and types of search. Ultimately, in real-life 

information-seeking, sources almost always contain at least a small degree of uncertainty 

regarding the credibility of the information they provide. As such, investigating how credibility 

might interact with epistemic emotions and subsequent exploration will likely be an invaluable 

step in ascertaining how applicable these findings are to search behaviour in non-experimental 

settings. 

Alternative Measures of Emotions 

Another future direction we propose addresses the limitations discussed earlier about 

self-report measures. These issues associated with self-report measures could potentially be 

avoided by using physiological or neurological measures instead, such as functional magnetic 

resonance imaging (fMRI) or pupil dilation. As briefly touched on before, several studies over the 

past decade have begun to examine the neural correlates of curiosity, surprise, and exploration 

using fMRI. This burgeoning area of research has implicated various regions so far, linking 

curiosity to reward anticipation areas, such as the caudate nucleus (Kang et al., 2009) and nucleus 

accumbens (Gruber et al., 2014). The ventromedial (vmPFC) and dorsomedial (dmPFC) 

prefrontal cortices, regions associated with uncertainty processing (Fellows & Farah, 2007) and 

emotion regulation (Ford & Kensinger, 2019), meanwhile have been found to be related to 

epistemic surprise (Ligneul et al., 2017). Though still developing, fMRI and other measures of 

neural activity will likely play a crucial role in facilitating our growing understanding of 

epistemic emotions, their antecedents, and their outcomes going forward. 

 Another path is to use pupil dilation, which is thought to be indicative of increased 

physiological arousal. Several studies have investigated decision making under uncertain 
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conditions and proposed that dilation occurs when individuals are surprised and make prediction 

errors (e.g., Lavin et al., 2014; Preuschoff et al., 2011). Recent work by Garvin Brod has begun to 

use pupil dilation to explore topics related to those discussed in the current paper, such as the 

antecedents and outcomes of epistemic emotions. Using pupillometry in conjunction with self-

report, he has investigated how the act of generating a prediction can elicit greater curiosity (Brod 

& Breitwieser, 2019), and how greater surprise and dilation after viewing an answer in a trivia 

learning task positively predicts better memory for said answer later on (Brod et al., 2018). 

Differentiating Epistemic Emotions 

A final future direction could be to examine whether research on epistemic emotions 

should employ a simpler framework, where curiosity and surprise are combined in to a single 

variable. In a set of exploratory analyses, we found that when response and answer agreed, 

models with a single mediating variable resulted in better fit than those with two mediators, 

suggesting that including both surprise and curiosity may be somewhat redundant. Furthermore, 

the utility of separating epistemic emotions into surprise, interest, etc. has also been question on 

the theoretical front.  

Murayama et al. (2019) argue curiosity and other epistemic emotions are naïve or folk 

constructs, with many of these concepts having definitions in lay language before becoming 

subject to scientific investigations. Given these origins, these intuitive constructs may not 

translate well to the modern research setting, resulting in a mismatch between people’s subjective 

understanding of these constructs and the underlying psychological/neurological mechanisms. 

Murayama et al. (2019) use the example of curiosity and interest to demonstrate how the 

theoretical and empirical definitions of these two epistemic emotions often overlap or are even 

used interchangeably, rendering it difficult to interpret findings from the various studies on these 

topics. Though the distinction between surprise and curiosity may be intuitive and theoretically 

appealing (given its wide spread appearance in various theories), it may serve little practical use 
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given the difficulty of empirically separating the two concepts. As previously mentioned, it is 

commonly postulated that surprise precedes curiosity (Berlyne, 1954; Vogl, et al., 2019a; Vogl, et 

al., 2019b). However, the opposite conceptualization, with curiosity preceding surprise, has also 

been used (Ligneul et al., 2017), whereby greater curiosity is thought to direct greater 

engagement to the stimulus, subsequently amplifying the surprise one feels. 

Using the methods used in the present study, this question of which conceptualization is 

correct cannot be resolved, as causality, let alone temporal precedence, is impossible to establish. 

The switch from surprise to curiosity (or vice versa) is thought to occur quite rapidly (Berlyne, 

1966; Carruthers, 2017) and so self-report would likely be too slow a measure, as both would 

essentially be felt simultaneously. Meanwhile, if using fMRI, as several recent studies 

investigating curiosity and surprise have done (e.g., Kang et al., 2009; Ligneul et al., 2017), then 

one encounters two methodological issues. The first is that the regions associated with epistemic 

surprise and curiosity are not fully understood and are still being mapped out (Kidd & Hayden, 

2015). The second is that the temporal resolution of fMRI is limited. Even if one could 

conclusively demonstrate that regions associated with surprise and curiosity were activated in 

response to uncertainty, determining which area(s) were active first is still beyond the scope of 

the current technology. Given our seeming inability (at the present) to resolve this temporal issue 

in conjunction with the high correlations between surprise and curiosity, using a framework that 

treats surprise and curiosity as a single epistemic emotion might be a more parsimonious 

alternative going forward. 

 

Conclusion 

The present study sought to expand upon previous research and elucidate potential 

antecedents of epistemic emotions and the effects of said emotions with respect to the number of 

answers explored. Our results showed that the motivational structure for breadth of search is 
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largely consistent with most theories of epistemic emotions and with the previous empirical work. 

However, we did not find a significant effect of certainty on surprise, curiosity, or exploration for 

trials where the response and answer disagreed, a notable divergence from previous research. The 

current findings thus contribute to the work on epistemic emotions and exploration of Vogl et al. 

(2019a; 2019b) and Litman et al. (2005), improving our understanding of the relationship 

between epistemic emotions and different conceptualizations of exploration. Future research 

should seek to test the ecological validity of the findings by going beyond trivia-question 

paradigms and self-report measures of emotions, which will be crucial in order to expand our 

understanding of the role epistemic emotions play in motivating different forms of exploration. 
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Appendix A 

Appendix Title 

Question Correct 

Answer 
Distractor #1 Distractor #2 

In which European city is the Parthenon 

located? 
Athens Rome Corinth 

The element Manganese gives what 

crystal its famous violet color? 
Amethyst Purple sapphire Tanzanite 

What is the last name of the scientist who 

discovered radium? 
Curie Lavoisier Mendeleev 

What sport uses the terms “stones” and 

“brooms”? 
Curling Hockey Quidditch 

What language has the largest 

vocabulary? 
English Mandarin Swahili 

Scooby-Doo is based on what breed of 

dog? 
Great Dane Doberman Beagle 

Disney’s Lion King movie/musical is 

generally said to be based on what 

Shakespeare play? 

Hamlet Macbeth Richard III 

Which country is Nairobi the capital of? Kenya Eritrea Uganda 

Which is the largest joint in the body? Knee Hip Shoulder 

What is the only internal human organ 

capable of natural regeneration of lost 

tissue? 

Liver Stomach Pancreas 

Who painted the ceiling of the Sistine 

Chapel? 
Michelangelo Raphael Botticelli 

What is the last letter of the Greek 

alphabet? 
Omega Zeta Psi 

What is the fastest creature on two legs? Ostrich Emu Kangaroo 

What nationality was Picasso? Spanish Italian French 

The hot condiment wasabi is generally 

made from what part of the plant? 
Root Stem Seeds 

What is the name for deer meat? Venison Mutton Chevon 

In what ancient city were the “Hanging 

Gardens” located? 
Babylon Alexandria Constantinople 

What is the name of the palace built by 

King Louis XIV? 
Versailles Louvre Fontainebleau 

What unit of measure was once defined as 

the length of 3 grains of barley laid end to 

end? 

Inch Centimeter Mil 

What does the Scoville scale of food 

measure? 
Spicy heat Bitterness Sweetness 
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Appendix B 

Appendix Title 

 Accuracy 

(%)  

Certainty 

(1-6) 

Surprise 

(1-5) 

Curiosity 

(1-5) 

Explore 

(0-3) 

Explore 

(%) 

In which European 

city is the Parthenon 

located? 

.462 3.846 2.463 2.638 0.450 .225 

The element 

Manganese gives what 

crystal its famous 

violet color? 

.711 3.000 2.550 2.967 0.650 .350 

What is the last name 

of the scientist who 

discovered radium? 

.535 2.884 2.429 2.636 0.701 .338 

What sport uses the 

terms “stones” and 

“brooms”? 

.743 4.714 2.011 2.092 0.506 .264 

What language has the 

largest vocabulary? 
.388 2.965 2.956 3.178 1.100 .533 

Scooby-Doo is based 

on what breed of dog? 
.576 3.758 2.313 2.512 0.563 .300 

Disney’s Lion King 

movie/musical is 

generally said to be 

based on what 

Shakespeare play? 

.712 3.576 2.400 2.667 0.733 .427 

Which country is 

Nairobi the capital of? 
.651 4.063 2.301 2.530 0.602 .289 

Which is the largest 

joint in the body? 
.431 3.653 2.726 2.798 0.810 .393 

What is the only 

internal human organ 

capable of natural 

regeneration of lost 

tissue? 

.677 4.369 2.192 2.507 0.548 .260 

Who painted the 

ceiling of the Sistine 

Chapel? 

.707 4.017 2.316 2.443 0.544 .266 

What is the last letter 

of the Greek alphabet? 
.426 2.754 2.632 2.747 0.632 .322 

What is the fastest 

creature on two legs? 
.568 3.622 2.367 2.658 0.595 .316 

What nationality was 

Picasso? 
.280 4.024 2.614 2.795 0.880 .446 

The hot condiment 

wasabi is generally 
.397 2.683 2.864 3.037 0.741 .407 
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made from what part 

of the plant? 

What is the name for 

deer meat? 
.701 4.194 2.131 2.190 0.488 .238 

In what ancient were 

the “Hanging 

Gardens” located? 

.338 2.868 2.659 3.073 0.732 .305 

What is the name of 

the palace built by 

King Louis XIV? 

.756 3.733 2.211 2.493 .592 .310 

What unit of measure 

was once defined as 

the length of 3 grains 

of barley laid end to 

end? 

.636 2.909 2.797 2.671 0.633 .316 

What does the Scoville 

scale of food measure? 
.577 3.731 2.588 2.741 0.600 .294 
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Appendix C 

Exploration as the Number of Searches with IDK Responses 

 b t p 

Surprise 

Accuracy -0.692 -10.613 <.001 

Certainty 0.055 1.913 .056 

Acc X Cert -0.455 -13.176 <.001 

Order -0.003 -0.783 .056 

Surprise Correct 

Certainty -0.412 -14.909 <.001 

Order -0.008 -1.895 .059 

Surprise Incorrect 

Certainty 0.068 2.272 .023 

Order 0.001 0.199 .842 

Curiosity 

Accuracy -0.665 -9.557 <.001 

Certainty 0.005 0.148 .883 

Acc X Cert -0.384 -10.411 <.001 

Order -0.004 -0.839 .402 

Curiosity Correct 

Certainty -0.376 -12.726 <.001 

Order -0.009 -1.613 .107 

Curiosity Incorrect 

Certainty 0.018 0.605 .545 

Order -0.001 -0.181 .857 

Exploration 

Accuracy -0.269 -5.384 <.001 

Certainty 0.053 2.241 .0252 

Acc X Cert -0.140 -5.344 <.001 

Order -0.013 -4.196 <.001 

Exploration Correct 

Certainty -0.098 -4.160 <.001 

Order -0.007 -1.575 .116 

Exploration Incorrect 

Certainty 0.063 2.296 .022 

Order -0.020 -4.838 <.001 

 

 χ2 p CFI TLI RMSEA SRMRwithin 

Correct 

Model 1 36.145 <.001 0.958 0.812 0.158 0.043 

Model 2 190.997 <.001 0.715 -0.284 0.373 0.106 

Model 3 126.877 <.001 0.827 -0.559 0.430 0.088 

Incorrect 

Model 1 Model did not converge 

Model 2 Model did not converge 

Model 3 Model did not converge 
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Correct 
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Appendix D 

Binary Exploration Without IDK Responses 

 b t p 

Surprise 

Accuracy -0.921 -14.472 <.001 

Certainty 0.088 2.823 .005 

Acc X Cert -0.494 -13.275 <.001 

Order -0.006 -1.368 .172 

Surprise Correct 

Certainty -0.417 -14.405 <.001 

Order -0.009 -1.931 .054 

Surprise Incorrect 

Certainty 0.099 2.603 .010 

Order -0.003 -0.331 .741 

Curiosity 

Accuracy -0.861 -12.272 <.001 

Certainty 0.009 0.271 .787 

Acc X Cert -0.387 -9.427 <.001 

Order -0.006 -1.24 .215 

Curiosity Correct 

Certainty -0.380 -12.664 <.001 

Order -0.009 -1.598 .111 

Curiosity Incorrect 

Certainty 0.029 0.873 .383 

Order -0.003 -0.428 .669 

Exploration 

Accuracy -0.117 -4.456 <.001 

Certainty 0.013 1.029 .304 

Acc X Cert -0.063 -4.102 <.001 

Order -0.008 -4.658 <.001 

Exploration Correct 

Certainty -0.055 -4.836 <.001 

Order -0.005 -2.257 .024 

Exploration Incorrect 

Certainty 0.018 1.430 .153 

Order -0.012 -4.413 <.001 

 

 χ2 p CFI TLI RMSEA SRMRwithin 

Correct 

Model 1 35.925 <.001 0.958 0.812 0.158 0.042 

Model 2 180.257 <.001 0.734 -0.199 0.362 0.102 

Model 3 126.928 <.001 0.826 -0.569 0.430 0.495 

Incorrect 

Model 1 0.000 1.000 1.000 1.045 0.000 0.032 

Model 2 14.843 0.001 0.931 0.692 0.107 0.058 

Model 3 Model did not converge 
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Correct  

 
 

Incorrect 
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Appendix E 

Binary Exploration with IDK Responses 

 b t p 

Surprise 

Accuracy -0.692 -10.613 <.001 

Certainty 0.055 1.913 .056 

Acc X Cert -0.455 -13.176 <.001 

Order -0.003 -0.783 .056 

Surprise Correct 

Certainty -0.412 -14.909 <.001 

Order -0.008 -1.895 .059 

Surprise Incorrect 

Certainty 0.068 2.272 .023 

Order 0.001 0.199 .842 

Curiosity 

Accuracy -0.665 -9.557 <.001 

Certainty 0.005 0.148 .883 

Acc X Cert -0.384 -10.411 <.001 

Order -0.004 -0.839 .402 

Curiosity Correct 

Certainty -0.376 -12.726 <.001 

Order -0.009 -1.613 .107 

Curiosity Incorrect 

Certainty 0.018 0.605 .545 

Order -0.001 -0.181 .857 

Exploration 

Accuracy -0.071 -2.867 .004 

Certainty 0.023 2.199 .028 

Acc X Cert -0.076 -5.860 <.001 

Order -0.008 -5.393 <.001 

Exploration Correct 

Certainty -0.059 -5.349 <.001 

Order -0.005 -2.294 .022 

Exploration Incorrect 

Certainty 0.032 2.823 .005 

Order -0.011 -5.423 <.001 

 

 χ2 p CFI TLI RMSEA SRMRwithin 

Correct 

Model 1 35.925 <.001 0.958 0.812 0.158 0.042 

Model 2 180.257 <.001 0.734 -0.199 0.362 0.102 

Model 3 126.928 <.001 0.826 -0.569 0.430 0.495 

Incorrect 

Model 1 Model did not converge 

Model 2 Model did not converge 

Model 3 Model did not converge 
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Correct 
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Appendix F 

Binary Explore without IDK and with RT > 30s 

 b t p 

Surprise 

Accuracy -0.906 -15.375 <.001 

Certainty 0.093 3.047 .002 

Acc X Cert -0.483 -14.098 <.001 

Order -0.005 -1.256 .209 

Surprise Correct 

Certainty -0.403 -14.423 <.001 

Order -0.005 -1.276 .202 

Surprise Incorrect 

Certainty 0.103 3.167 .002 

Order -0.002 -0.241 .870 

Curiosity 

Accuracy -0.911 -14.276 <.001 

Certainty 0.007 0.209 .834 

Acc X Cert -0.359 -9.691 <.001 

Order -0.005 -1.088 .277 

Curiosity Correct 

Certainty -0.353 -12.420 <.001 

Order -0.004 -0.872 .384 

Curiosity Incorrect 

Certainty 0.018 0.614 .540 

Order -0.005 -0.683 .495 

Exploration 

Accuracy -1.069 -5.493 <.001 

Certainty 0.213 2.246 .025 

Acc X Cert -0.651 -5.529 <.001 

Order -0.082 -6.028 <.001 

Exploration Correct 

Certainty -0.457 -5.141 <.001 

Order -0.070 -3.865 <.001 

Exploration Incorrect 

Certainty 0.230 2.134 .033 

Order -0.105 -4.591 <.001 

 

 χ2 p CFI TLI RMSEA SRMRwithin 

Correct 

Model 1 38.346 <.001 0.962 0.828 0.145 0.041 

Incorrect 

Model 1 0.971 .0615 1.000 1.019 0.000 0.062 
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Correct 

 

Incorrect 
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Appendix G 

Exploration as Number of Searches without IDK and with RT > 30s 

 b t p 

Surprise 

Accuracy -0.906 -15.375 <.001 

Certainty 0.093 3.047 .002 

Acc X Cert -0.483 -14.098 <.001 

Order -0.005 -1.256 .209 

Surprise Correct 

Certainty -0.403 -14.423 <.001 

Order -0.005 -1.276 .202 

Surprise Incorrect 

Certainty 0.103 3.167 .002 

Order -0.002 -0.241 .870 

Curiosity 

Accuracy -0.911 -14.276 <.001 

Certainty 0.007 0.209 .834 

Acc X Cert -0.359 -9.691 <.001 

Order -0.005 -1.088 .277 

Curiosity Correct 

Certainty -0.353 -12.420 <.001 

Order -0.004 -0.872 .384 

Curiosity Incorrect 

Certainty 0.018 0.614 .540 

Order -0.005 -0.683 .495 

Exploration 

Accuracy -0.373 -7.640 <.001 

Certainty 0.060 2.246 .024 

Acc X Cert -0.148 -5.216 <.001 

Order -0.016 -4.716 <.001 

Exploration Correct 

Certainty -0.104 -4.420 <.001 

Order -0.013 -3.176 .002 

Exploration Incorrect 

Certainty 0.055 1.733 .084 

Order -0.023 -4.279 <.001 

 

 χ2 p CFI TLI RMSEA SRMRwithin 

Correct 

Model 1 39.142 <.001 0.961 0.825 0.147 0.042 

Incorrect 

Model 1 0.000 1.000 1.000 1.035 0.000 0.020 
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Correct 

 

Incorrect 
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Appendix H 

Ethics Approval 

 
 
 
 
 
June 22, 2020 

 
Dr. Stanka Fitneva 

Associate Professor 

Department of Psychology 

Queen's University 

Humphrey Hall  
Kingston, ON, K7L 3N6 

 
GREB Ref #: GPSYC-995-20; TRAQ # 6029985  
Title: "GPSYC-995-20 The effects of surprise and curiosity on the breadth of information-

seeking" 

 
Dear Dr. Fitneva: 
 
The General Research Ethics Board (GREB), by means of a delegated board review, has cleared 
your proposal entitled "GPSYC-995-20 The effects of surprise and curiosity on the breadth 

of information-seeking" for ethical compliance with the Tri-Council Guidelines (TCPS 2) and 
Queen's ethics policies. In accordance with the Tri-Council Guidelines (Article 6.14) and 

Standard Operating Procedures (405), your project has been cleared for one year. You are 
reminded of your obligation to submit an annual renewal form prior to the annual renewal due 
date (access this form at http://www.queensu.ca/traq/signon.html/; click on "Events;" under 
"Create New Event" click on "General Research Ethics Board Annual Renewal/Closure Form for 
Cleared Studies"). Please note that when your research project is completed, you need to submit 
an Annual Renewal/Closure Form in Romeo/traq indicating that the project is 'completed' so that 
the file can be closed. This should be submitted at the time of completion; there is no need to wait 
until the annual renewal due date. 
 
You are reminded of your obligation to advise the GREB of any adverse event(s) that occur 
during this one-year period (access this form at http://www.queensu.ca/traq/signon.html/; click 
on "Events;" under "Create New Event" click on "General Research Ethics Board Adverse 
Event Form"). An adverse event includes, but is not limited to, a complaint, a change or 
unexpected event that alters the level of risk for the researcher or participants or situation that 
requires a substantial change in approach to a participant(s). You are also advised that all 

adverse events must be reported to the GREB within 48 hours. 
 
You are also reminded that all changes that might affect human participants must be cleared by 

the GREB. For example, you must report changes to the level of risk, applicant characteristics, 
and implementation of new procedures. To submit an amendment form, access the application by 
at http://www.queensu.ca/traq/signon.html; click on "Events;" under "Create New Event" click 
on "General Research Ethics Board Request for the Amendment of Approved Studies." Once 

http://www.queensu.ca/traq/signon.html/
http://www.queensu.ca/traq/signon.html
http://www.queensu.ca/traq/signon.html
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submitted, these changes will automatically be sent to the Ethics Coordinator, GREB, at 
University Research Services for further review and clearance by GREB or the Chair, GREB. 
 
Note: Due to COVID-19, human participant research policies, in relation to hospital and non-
hospital based research, are being continually updated. Many restrictions are now in place with 
respect to in-person research. For the most current information on the COVID-19 impact on 
research, please visit https://www.queensu.ca/vpr/covid-19. For information directly related to 
GREB please visit the Research Ethics FAQs. 
 
On behalf of the General Research Ethics Board, I wish you continued success in your research. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
 
 

 

Chair, General Research Ethics Board (GREB)  
Professor Dean A. Tripp, PhD 

Departments of Psychology, Anesthesiology & Urology Queen’s University 
 
c: Michael Slinger, 

Graduate Student 
Dr. Jill Jacobson, 
Chair, Unit 

 

https://www.queensu.ca/vpr/covid-19/covid-19-faq-research-ethics
https://www.queensu.ca/vpr/covid-19/covid-19-faq-research-ethics
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